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As the COVID-19 pandemic closed most creative outlets for artists, I experienced first-hand the
unprecedented upheaval this situation forced upon local artists. I looked to my local SF Bay Area's
vibrant and diverse dance community for inspiration. I then launched the Something Heroic and
Distant Project as a testament to the resilient spirit of the creative community during these trying
times. The Project adhered to the Bay Area's strict shelter-in-place orders while allowing local
dancers to create, inspiring others to keep the artistic community strong during our quarantine,
raising funds for those most in need, and documenting this surrealistic period in our history. During
the most challenging months of April, May, and June 2020, I conducted nearly 40 distanced
photoshoots with dancers representing a diverse range of identities, dance styles, and quarantine
experiences.

 
 



ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
 

Kyle Adler is an award-winning professional photographer specializing in travel,
performing arts, and culture, and is based in the San Francisco Bay Area. His work is
unified by a passion for capturing the unique spirit of each place and its people.
Kyle is a recent winner of the prestigious international competition, Travel
Photographer of the Year, and he was shortlisted for the National Geographic Travel
Photography competition. He was selected in a 2019 worldwide search by Digital
Photo Pro Magazine as one of three emerging professionals. Kyle's work has been
published and exhibited widely around the world. He is a member of the 2021
cohort of the LABA Artist Fellowship, a Jewish house of study and culture laboratory
which uses classic Jewish texts to inspire the creation of art, dialogue, and study.

https://www.jcceastbay.org/laba-east-bay/


PRICING FOR ALL IMAGES
 

Artist’s Proofs printed under the artist’s supervision using premium archival inks on fine
arts paper, then matted with acid-free materials and framed with a UV protective acrylic
cover, are priced at $1295 per image for pieces custom-printed at approximately 20x30"
and framed at approximately 24x36". 

Standard prints made at approximately 12x18” (unmatted and unframed) may be
purchased for $125 per image. 

Shipping charges are additional. 
If you have questions or would like to purchase any of the artwork, 
please contact Deanna Di Lello, Coordinator of Arts and Culture , Miles Nadal JCC
deannad@mnjcc.org

 

mailto:deannad@mnjcc.org


Erin Yen 
For visionary dancer Erin Yen,
coding Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) in which
artificial intelligence
choreographs and then
evaluates human movement is
all in a day's work. I captured
Erin, improvising from some of
her AI dance project's themes, in
the entry gate to her home. 



 

Marie Walburg-Plouviez 
What do you call an artist who
performs a fusion of dance,
gymnastics, and theater? I can't
come up with the words to
capture the expressiveness,
humor, and athleticism of the
wonderful Marie Walburg-
Plouviez except to call it
performance art. But at least I
was able to capture her artistry
in images! 



Chinmayi Bettadapur 
Bharatanatyam is an ancient
South Indian classical dance
form that often tells stories of a
spiritual nature. In her backyard
during the quarantine, Chinmayi
Bettadapur improvises her
Human/Nature story: wildlife
roams the earth, followed by
humanity which brings increasing
strife and upheaval, finishing on
a redemptive note as an
innocent child is born. 



Alyssa and Olivia Mitchel 
Sisters Alyssa and Olivia danced
together as children and now
relive that joy while sheltering-in-
place in their family home. Alyssa
is an accomplished professional
dancer and choreographer, and
Olivia performs in dance
ensembles while in college. 



Hayley Bowman 
I asked rising choreographer and dancer
Hayley Bowman to dance excerpts from
her solo piece, "There is Life Like Willows"
on the rooftop patio of her SF apartment
building. Says Hayley, who recently
presented this piece for ODC's Pilot
Program and at the SF Movement Arts
Festival, the piece "calls on the language of
dance to exhibit how the five senses of the
body make us feel alive, and is the framing
of our experiences and memories." To me,
that speaks to the recent worldwide
situation of being forced to seek new ways
to experience life under quarantine. 



Dwayne Worthington 
Part of SF's Tenderloin resident Dwayne
Worthington's shelter-in-place
experience is spent at the remarkable
SAFEhouse for the Performing Arts, a
unique and special place founded by
Joe Landini to fund, produce, educate,
and assist local artists during difficult
times. Now, of course, is an
exceptionally difficult time for most
artists, especially in the expensive SF
Bay Area. Here, Dwayne improvises in
his signature style of beautifully athletic
movement encompassing afro and
contemporary dance elements. 



Jessica DeFranco 
Talented professional dancer and
choreographer Jessica maintains her
urban apartment but is spending most
of the quarantine in her suburban
childhood home to be close to her
parents and younger sister. Jess' feelings
of both playfulness and nostalgia are
apparent as she improvises
contemporary dance movement in the
spaces where she played as a girl. 



Clare Schweitzer 
Clare Schweitzer is an emerging
dance filmmaker as well as a talented
dancer. We created a meta-
photoshoot in which I captured still
images of Clare as she improvised
contemporary dance movement
while shooting video at the same
time. In the second set, I captured
Clare dancing in the background
while her camera caught her dancing
in the foreground.



Izabella Duran-Soriano 
Professional ballerina Izabella Duran-
Soriano fell in love with ballet at the age
of 18 months and has been dancing
ever since. Here we captured the
surprising juxtaposition of Bella's
graceful classical poses and fantastical
costume against the industrial setting of
her father's Silicon Valley workplace. 



Shaira Bhan 
Powerhouse professional dancer,
choreographer, and educator Shaira
Bhan specializes in jazz, Bollywood,
and contemporary dance. Sheltering
in place, she dances and teaches in
and around her home. 



Shereel Washington 
Shereel Washington has enjoyed a
long career as a professional dancer
practicing many diverse styles of
dance, but she found her calling
when she discovered hula. Sheltering
in place in her Oakland home,
Shereel exudes life and brings stories
to life through her brand of
contemporary hula dance. 



Sarah Wellman 
Ballerina Sarah Wellman
finds inspiration while en
pointe in the shared
courtyard behind her
Mission District home. 



KhunNai Pat 
Born in Thailand, KhunNai Pat
learned Thai classical dance as a
child. She now practices several
forms of dance, but here in her
backyard, she returns to the
dance that first inspired her. 



Jessica Maria Recinos 
A native of San Francisco's Excelsior
District, dancer, and community
outreach educator Jessica Maria
Recinos has an abiding love for the
neighborhood she still calls home.
She brings her vibrant fusion of
urban Latin dance, reggaeton, and
hip hop to the street outside her
apartment. 



Rebecca Fazio 
A versatile and talented dancer
and actor, Rebecca Fazio is a
member of SF-based hip-hop
company SoulForce directed by
Micaya. Becky is sheltering in
her van while mostly parked in
front of her childhood home,
allowing her to spend time with
family. We captured this set of
her acrobatic fusion of hip hop
and other urban dance styles. 



Juliene and Natalie Ramskov 
Ballerina sisters Julienne and Natalie
Ramskov have ballet in their blood.
Their mom Linda Hurkmans is artistic
director of the leading professional
ballet company and school in the
region, where she performed as a
child and later trained her daughters.
Here, the talented duo Natalie and
Julienne perform together while
sheltering-in-place in an iconic
California location, the backyard
swimming pool. 



Erin Parsley 
Professional jazz and modern
dancer Erin Parsley shelters in
the historic urban church where
her mother serves as pastor.
This safe space from her past
has become her literal
sanctuary during the
quarantine. From here, Erin
teaches and practices dance. 



Alyssandra Wu 
Rising Bay Area choreographer
Alyssandra Wu contributes a
powerful narrative to this project by
using the language of contemporary
dance to express her quarantine
experience. Her story unfolds via two
overlapping fears: the COVID-19 virus
itself, and the discrimination many
Asian Americans are feeling during
the outbreak. 



Nupur Mehta 
Inspiring Nupur is co-founder and
CEO of a growing Silicon Valley
technology company as well as an
avid practitioner of Garba, a dance
form that originated in the Gujarat
region in the west of India. Garba is
traditionally performed at festivals
and special occasions and is
characterized by its high energy level,
vibrant colors, and swirling motion. 



Atticus Scherer 
High school junior Atticus discovered
ballet at an early age and has
excelled through his training with San
Jose Dance Theatre. Though his
academic and dance classes have all
been shifted to online learning, and
his summer intensive dance program
is up in the air, Atticus still finds joy
and self-expression through dancing
at home. 



Jo Kreiter 
Guggenheim Fellow Jo Kreiter,
founder and artistic director
of Flyaway Productions, finds
inspiration for her aerial
dance creations during daily
neighborhood walks under
the COVID-19 quarantine.



Lily Sweet 
Pole dance artist Lily Sweet practices
her craft in her home studio. The SF
Bay Area pole and aerial dance scene
is vibrant and growing. This
community's strength and
momentum cannot be stopped by a
pandemic. 



Fabiana Santiago 
Professional ballerina Fabiana Santiago
uses the language of ballet to express the
wide range of feelings she has
experienced while sheltering-in-place.
From edgy, twisted contemporary ballet
movement to convey her early feelings of
confusion and denial, to more serene and
classical poses of acceptance, Fabi takes
us on a journey through her emotional
responses to the past several months of
surreal living. 



Victoria Williams 
Victoria Williams is a flutist and music
educator who has rediscovered her
childhood love of ballet as a new
passion. Sheltering at home with her
husband, Tora here improvises a
whimsical interpretation of her life in
quarantine.



Léna Alvino 
Amazing ballerina and
modern dancer, Léna Alvino,
dances in her bedroom,
where she teaches and takes
her dance classes during the
COVID-19 quarantine.



Your feedback is important to both the Gallery at the J and to the artists. 
Click here to leave a comment.

 
To receive the latest news on art exhibits and other Arts, Culture and

Jewish Community programs, subscribe to Culture at the J. 
 

To purchase a Kyle Adler photograph, please email
Deanna Di Lello, Arts & Culture Coordinator, Miles Nadal JCC

deannad@mnjcc.org

https://www.mnjcc.org/galleryfeedback
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